
April 15 2017 Saturday 11am Plenary Talk
To go beyond AI ANN to BI BNN toward NI; Everything about  Brains that you may have 

forgotten to ask for.  
On the one hand, we don’t know yet what biologists know already well about Neuralgia cells (6 kinds). On the other 
hand, the biologists do not know what we know the math definition of neuralgia cells as the negative of minimum 

Free Energy (MFE) slope w.r.t. input dendrite net. Together we can take two to dance Tango, i.e. we must combine 
the gray matter, 10B neurons with the white matter, 100B neuralgia cells. We know how to mix mathmaticaly CI with 

AI semantic and NI syntactic to enjoy 4 math functionalities: Real Time, Convex Hull, Morphology Learning, 
Divergent Disorder.
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First of All: A moment of silence in Easter memorizes  great scientists & teachers 

•Walter Jackson Freeman III 89 years young for chaos olfactory smell 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Jackson_Freeman_III)

•Adolf  W. Lohmann, 87 years young for Optical Info Proc, Hologram

•H. John Caulfield  76 years young for self reference opt. sig. proc. holograms 

(http://www.osa.org/en-us/about_osa/newsroom/obituaries/h_john_caulfield/)

•David P. Casasent 73 years young for 2-D optical signal computing, SPIE President 1993

(http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/triblive-pittsburgh-tribune-review/obituary.aspx?pid=176551675)

• And those scientists who you respect you may call out (as if  were in Church)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Jackson_Freeman_III
http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/triblive-pittsburgh-tribune-review/obituary.aspx?pid=176551675


Let’s reminiscent about each wisdom about Science, Teaching, & Publications(STP). The same 
will be true to all of you who are attending this intimate workshop on single topic ANN how to go 
beyond DARPA. Try to relate and acquaint all those distinguished speakers here at GMSS.  
I began with Albert Einstein “Science has a little or nothing to do with the Truth; but the 
Consistency; so make it simple not any more simpler.” I was visiting member of  the  Princeton 
Inst. Adv. Studies for 2 years, after my Rockefeller Univ. Ph D, during NRL taking LWOP. 
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Walter Freeman: chaos happens in an iterative nonlinear dynamic, e.g. for a rapid response of 

smelling for survival we have pairs of olfactory balls near each attractor basin, one per each smell.

Adolf Lohmann Scientific discussion is always cordial, straightforward and challenging, since 

Lohmann was constantly looking to push the limits

John Caulfield: Harold you must give me the elbow rooms to work;  Please tell the audience what 

you are going to say; said it; and told them what you have said.  Publication is my way of paying 

back to the community that I learned from.
David Casasent wears a charming smile and said to me “ How come everywhere I went, you were 

there too--- Israel, Graz, Poland, Kyoto, Beijing.  I  replied by another question how come I found 

you were always there jogging on quickly a yellow note pad?  Is this for your next paper? He 

smiled back and nodded (FYI Dave Casasent have 650 papers, one of the most proliferated 

scientists. His students e.g. Brian Telfer now MIT Lincoln Lab was post doc)



Yann LeCun (Facebook AI, NYU),  Yoshua Bengio (Montreal) , Geoffrey Hinton 
(Google, Toronto) . “Deep Learning”, Nature 521, pp. 436-444,May 28, 2015

4INTRODUCTION: Big Data Analysis (BDA) by AI ANN on MPD machine. e.g. 

by Nvidia $1M 8 GPU per rack, 8x8 racks in a room size 



5SDL & UDL Training Procedure:

• Input has mltiple layers edge at layer, curvature layer, texture layer, RGB color pixels per 

neurons, hidden layers Internal knowledge representation.

• Hidden layers has 10 to 100 layers.

• Output Classification (SDL) is a supervised category vector has components, one for each 

class of object: dog, cat, fox, etc. whose numerical value will be given by a training 

supervisor; or UDL.   

https//www.tensorflow.org

Python language on GPU



6Deep Learning means Multiple-layer LMS back-error propagation, i.e. Supervised Deep Learning  



• INTRODUCTION:  Where are resources ? DARPA-BAA-16-53 
(www.darpa.mil/attachments/DARPA-BAA-16-53.pdf ~$10M Program: XAI 
Explainable AI) Supported 13 teams Since May 2017 at close to $10M  for 18 Months; 2nd Call: 

Post Product Improvement (PPI):
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• DARPA Info Innov. Office(I2O) Dir. David Gunning observed “effectiveness of AI will be limited by the 

machine’s inability to explain its decisions and actions to users”; Explainable AI (XAI) RFP: Aug. 2016; 

May 2017+4 Yrs. 

“The dark secret at the heart of AI,” Will Knight, MIT Tech Review, April 11, 2017

•Apple Siri team Tom Gruber developed Self Driving Car in New Jersey 

•EU mandated all AI must be explainable circa 2018

•Mt Sinai Hospital has made Machine Learning OCR extract features to build Deep Patients based on 700,000 patients archival 

for decision aids to physicians 

•GMSS asserted a Tech Shortfall: Due to BDA time–critical missions, Supercomputer GPU executed directly Pixel Domain 

Backprop Classifier vs. HVS Classifier at Hippocampus via Cortex 17 V1-v5 Feature Domain Classifier.
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Explainable AI – Challenge Problem Areas
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E. Schedule and Milestones 

• Technical Area 1 Milestones:
• Demonstrate the explainable learners against problems proposed by the developers (Phase 1)

• Demonstrate the explainable learners against common problems (Phase 2)

• Deliver software libraries and toolkits (at the end of Phase 2)

• Technical Area 2 Milestones:
• Deliver an interim report on psychological theories (after 6 months during Phase 1)

• Deliver a final report on psychological theories (after 12 months, during Phase 1)

• Deliver a computational model of explanation (after 24 months, during Phase 2)

• Deliver the computational model software (at the end of Phase 2)
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Nevertheless, we anticipated Automation revolutionize Man-Machine Interface.

#1: What is BDA versus LDA?:  
#2: What will be the future of our automation Society driverless UXV? 
#3: DoC/DoT/DHS: Intelligent Robots/Cops require Explainable & Quantifiable 
Computational Intelligence (EQCI) 
#4: Consumer Index Machines IQ: MIQ = AI/NI, the degree are to be decided by NIST.

1. MIQ=10% is loyal to its master and its own survivability to differentiate 

electric power plug having a two-porn’s of 110 Volts or three porn’s of 220 Volts.2.

2. MIQ=20% is able to understanding human conversation in a fixed semantic 

network for a closed domain dialogue.

3.MIQ=30% is able to read facial expression and voice tone for e-IQ to 

understanding the emotion need of human being.

4. MIQ=40% is able to command and control a small team of other robots.

5. MIQ=50% is able to “explore the tolerance of imprecision,” e.g. using fuzzy 

logic to negotiate a single precision path finding in an open terrain.
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The necessary and sufficient conditions of Natural 
Intelligence (NI)

1. Power of Pairs 𝑿(𝒕) irreversible dynamics “Agree, Signal; Disagree, Noise;” relaxing 
naturally increasing the Entropy S as a measure of uniformity of firing rates, 

2. Homeostasis Minimum Free (Helmholtz)Energy (MFE)(gasoline free to do piston work) 
∆𝑯𝑩𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏= ∆𝑬𝑩𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏 − 𝑻𝒐∆𝑺𝑩𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏≤ 𝟎
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5 sensor pairs co-incidence 

account: “Agree, Signal; 

Disagree, Noise;” 

ABSTREACTION

Cortex 17 (V1~V6 deep layers 

learning for Feature Extraction 

(color, edge, contour, texture, etc.) 

followed with Hippocampus 

Associative Memory recalls  

GENERALIZATION

21 Century of Brain Japan 

NSF Brain Mapping 

Biden Obama Moonshot Initiative $6.3B

George Bush 

Harold Szu follows Einstein making it simple consistently, and 

asserted NI for all warm blood animals roaming on the Earth 

We will derive thermodynamic stable of Biological Neural Network (BNN) (1) brains take two  (Neuroglia and 

Neurons) to dancing Tango.  (2) Any sensory pair inputs reject disagree noise warming local sensory cortex will 

reach BNN learning principle MFE of Unsupervised Deep Learning (UDL).



New Approach to ANN, emulating Biological Neural Network (BNN) with recursive stable 
mathematics.   What is Single Layer Neural Network MPD Recursive Update?
To achieve sequentially Wiener Filter is Kalman Filter

A c

B

= = [𝐻𝐴𝑀]

Neural Networks I/O: Write by Outer product: , 

𝐻𝐴𝑀 = =

Read by inner product:

Opt. Expert System Szu & Caulfield Applied Optics Vol. 26,Issue 10,pp. 1943-1947(1987)https://doi.org/10.1364/AO.26.001943

https://www.osapublishing.org/ao/issue.cfm?volume=26&issue=10
https://doi.org/10.1364/AO.26.001943


Mathematically speaking, why Multiple Layers Deep Learning (DL)?

We begin with a single layer ANN:

1-layer Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

is a Linear Classifier for target A (e.g. malignant cancer) & non-target B (e.g. benign tumor),  

with high False Alarm (Cancer A) Rate (FAR) causing delay

Multiple Layers namely deep (layer-wise convex hull) learning will be better (next).

B     B B

B   B B

𝑋1
A  A AA

𝑋2

B     B B

B

A  A A A

AA
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Feature 

benign

Feature 

cancer

Single layer is Linear classifier: 

slope
FAR



We need Multiple Spectral Layers (MSL) separates the Cortex 17 back of the head Feature Extraction (SFE) from Hippocampus 
Associative Memory (HAM) under two hemisphere of brain (Logical LHS & Emotional RHS ) where Multiple Layers (ML) 
Machine (Convex Hulls) Classifier (MC) to explainable NI with Histogram.

• 3x7-layers BNN  UDL are for a Convex Hull Machine Classifier (MC) 

• Enhance Receiver Operation Characteristics (ROC), 

• Learning to Increase the Probability of Detection (PD) reduce the False Alarm Rate (FAR), 

• This goal can be directly mapped into Unsupervised Deep Learning. (cf. NI & BNN; Ph. D. Thesis in Data 

Mining, Intelligent Robots, Autopilots, XAI, ECI, NI, etc.) 

B     B B

B

A(~10)  A    A A

B     B B

B   B B

𝑋1

𝑋𝑜

A(~10)  A    A

A AA     

PD

FAR

ROC
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A: cancer

B: Benign

38 texture

60 color

Color

texture

FE histogram yields XAI or XNI that Melanomas are significantly  determined by the multispectral color (60 cases), 

then next by the texture (38 cases) out of 100, as % of Significant Features Domains(SFD).

XAI or XNI 

Histogram

Significant Feature (color-texture) cut in the hyper-
Feature Domain 



In God we Trust, All the rest Show Data” Motto of HHS/NIH (Not Invented Here).   Looking 
deeper into deep learning : What is Biological Neural Networks(BNN)?  It takes billions (Neurons & 

Neuraglia Cells) to dance tango together. Elucidating EEG brainwaves at the fast onset of Epileptic Seizure may 
shed some light on BNN, due to neuron firing spiking population & local field potential for the 2

nd
order phase 

transition of Helmholtz Free Energy wearing f-EEG hat ([10] Szu et al SPIE News 2015) for always-on mental 
health, either a fast epileptic seizure or a slow Alzheimer dementia without Astrocytes Neuroglial (Greek: Glue) 
cells work hard during a good night sleep tight.

15

Right hand side image reveals BNN cross linkage axons facilitating too 

strong feedback. A treatment is by real-time f-EEG & laser burning

Epileptic seizures result from excessive feedback gain instability of neuronal feedback. Laser can burn off feedback 

knot. 

We shall return to the fact that The uniformity of neuronal firing rate population is measurable by the Boltzmann 

Entropy S. for  Biological Intelligence (BI) or a broader goal Natural Intelligence (NI) 

from AI ANN to BI (Darwinian Survival) BNN
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Gamma, Delta, Theta, Alpha, Beta (G-D,T,A,B) Brian Waves

You are

•f-EEG, Szu , Tran, Lalonte, SPIE News 2015 [10]

•Smartphone with f-EEG bicycle-hat Szu et al.[10]

•Yoga , Tai Chi Quan stimulate the 10th cranial 

Vegas nerve to Alpha, Theta for PTSD monitor 

(TBD, NIMH)

•Sleep Tight for Astrocytes Neuroglial cells cleaning 

20% energy by-products, e.g. beta-Amyloids junks, to 

Glymphatic system of Brain Blood Barriers.



“Brian Drain,” M. Nedergaad & S. Goldman 
Sci. Am. Mar  2016 : Brain Blood Barrier Glymphatic System

only when sleep Astrocytes Neuroglia cells can have the chance clean up 20% 
of full body energy by-products beta-Amyloids etc. without further block by 
more junks through those restrictive brain cells narrow passages.  That’s why 

sleep tight with 8 hours is critical mental health.

17



Missing half of Albert Einstein brain ?  Ans: Neuroglial cells!
Gray matter (of 1011neurons) and White matter (e.g.  myelin sheath supported 1012 neuroglial 

cells about one tenth smaller in the size)
• When Einstein passed away, his brain 3 lb, like an ordinary human. Then, razor thin brain sections investigate 

electrical conductivity & missed the electrically insulated neuroglial about 100 billions of neuroglial cells.  

• Each glial is about 0.1 size of a neuron; electrical-silent, diligently house repairing and cleaning  intercellular 

energy by-products. 

• NI involves glial cells, as mathematically derived first by Szu using power of pairs & Boltzmann heat death 

∵ ∆𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦> 0. supporting by the homeostasis at Herman Helmholtz Min. Free Energy (MFE).  

• Ernst law of 3rd Thermodynamics, Kelvin temperature can never be zero (vacuum fluctuations). The incessant 

molecular collisions can homogenize the medium to more uniform composition

< 𝑇𝑜>= 37
𝑜𝐶 = 310𝐾

𝑜 =𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 ( elasticity of red blood cells)

∴ ∆𝐻𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛≡ ∆𝐸𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑜∆𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦≤ 0; ∵ D. O. Hebb bi-linear I/O learning rule; 

∴ 𝑔𝑖 ≡ −
Δ𝐻𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛

∆𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑖
≥ 0 ;where 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑖 ≡  𝑘 𝑊𝑖,𝑘 𝑆𝑘

Quiz#1 Why Homosapiens 37𝑜𝐶; Quiz#2 Why Chicken 40𝑜𝐶
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Einstein_1933.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Einstein_1933.jpg


Neuroglial Biology insures 4 math functionalities: (1) real time 

communication; (2) convex hull classifier; (3)multiple morphology multiple neuroglial (4) 
disorder at the singularity

(1) Real Time (RT) Communication because Axon ion vesicles are confined and aligned up in 

Axon Cable surrounded by electrically insulated White Matter Myelin Sheath Glial Cells making axon insulator 

an co-axial cable, becoming “how the duck cross the road?” O(Δ𝑡) =10-th mille-sec. One meter long from the tail 

end of the spinal cord to the big toe running away for the survival of the species. 

(2) Multiple layer Convex Hull Classifier reduce False Alarm Rate

(3) Unified Neuroglial Theory by Multiple Dendrite Morphologies insure Multiple Neuroglial 

(4) Divergence of the gradient may define the brain tumor Glioma.
19

Slow Ions can be fast, as one pops in, the other pops fast out (e.g. electrons line up in an electrical wire) 



Glial cells are cells having all the necessary genetic epigenetic 
Every neuron has 2 to 4 silent servant glial cells. Both are cell 
defined as

20



Gray Matter Neurons
Xiaolong Jiang and Andreas Tolias at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston announced six new types of 15 adult mice brain cells by the 
method of slicing razor-thin slices of mature brain. ( William Herkewitz, Science Nov 26, 2015) that establishing a complete census of all 
neuron cell types is of great importance in moving the field of neuroscience forward," says Tolias, at Baylor College of Medicine

21

http://www.popularmechanics.com/author/1355/william-herkewitz/


4+2=6 neuroglial cells: 
Missing half of Einstein brain are major Six Glial (Greek: Glue) Cells. 

(4 CNS: Ependymal, Oligodendrocytes, Astrocytes, Microglia; 2 PNS: Satellite, 
Schwann cells)

This was around same time that cell counts in the brain revealed glial cells to be nearly 90% of 

the brain including the white matter my sheath (we only use 10% of our brain comes from 

communication mediated by electromagnetic pulses. Santiago Ramon Cajal, Neuron Doctrine 

received the Nobel Prize 1906, while his brother Pedro Cajal supported Astrocytes type of 

glial cells supporting neuro transmitters that can ignite astrocyte calcium release.
22
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Boltzmann  Equilibrium Thermodynamics 

𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡 ≡ 𝑘𝐵 𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡;𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡 ≡ exp
𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑘𝐵
= exp

𝑆𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 + 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑣. 𝑇𝑜
𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑜

= exp
𝑆𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑇𝑜 − 𝐸𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑜

= exp −
𝐻𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑜

≡ 𝑊𝑀𝐵

Maxwell Boltzmann Canonical  Probability is the  statistical equilibrium is known as Homeostasis 

𝐻𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 ≡ 𝐸𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑜𝑆𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
∆𝐻𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛≡ ∆𝐸𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑜∆𝑆𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛

Boltzmann  heat death ∆𝑆𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 > 0 due to incessant collisional mixing towards more uniformity 

(Inequilibrium Thermodynamics)

∆𝐻𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛≡ ∆𝐸𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑜∆𝑆𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛≤ 0

Theorem NI  learning at Min. Free Energy  



Sigmoid Logic & Exact solution of Control Ricatti Equation 
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Single layer Input W ϵt 𝑖,𝑗 𝑋𝑗,𝑖𝑛 𝑡 =  𝑆′𝑖,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑡

Multiple layer 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡  𝑆′𝑖,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑡 ⟹ 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑖 =  𝑗 W ϵt 𝑖,𝑗  𝑆𝑗,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑡

𝑺𝒊𝒈𝒎𝒐𝒊𝒅 𝑳𝒐𝒈𝒊𝒄 𝝈(𝑯𝒃𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏
∗ −𝑯𝒃𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏) =

𝒆𝒙𝒑
−𝑯𝒃𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏
∗

𝒌𝑩𝑻𝒐

𝒆𝒙𝒑
−𝑯𝒃𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏
∗

𝒌𝑩𝑻𝒐
+𝒆𝒙𝒑

−𝑯𝒃𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏
𝒌𝑩𝑻𝒐

=
𝟏

𝟏+𝒆𝒙𝒑(
𝑯𝒃𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏
∗ −𝑯𝒃𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏
𝒌𝑩𝑻𝒐

)

𝑯𝒃𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏
∗ −𝑯𝒃𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏=𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑖 =  𝑗 W ϵt 𝑖,𝑗  𝑆𝑗,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑡

𝜎(𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑗)= 𝑆′𝑗; 

𝒅𝒚

𝒅𝒙
=
𝒅

𝒅𝒙
(𝟏 + 𝒆𝒙𝒑 𝒙 )−𝟏 = −1((𝟏 + 𝒆𝒙𝒑 𝒙 )−𝟐 [𝒆𝒙𝒑 𝒙 + 𝟏] − 𝟏 = 𝒚𝟐 − 𝒚 = 𝒚(𝒚 − 𝟏);   

𝜎𝑗
′(𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑗)=𝑆′𝑗  𝑆′𝑗 − 1

is a limiting window function [0, 1] 1 for 100 Hz



Why Boltzmann Entropy is a proper measure of the degree of uniformity voting consensus of 
neuron firing rates population? 
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(a) Ludwig Boltzmann; 𝑺𝒕𝒐𝒕 = 𝒌𝑩 𝑳𝒐𝒈𝑾𝒕𝒐𝒕; circa 1890 for the irreversible thermodynamics ∆  𝑆 > 0 heat death 

Henri Poincare the dynamics is time reversible ,𝑚𝑜
𝑑2𝑋

𝑑𝑡2
= 𝑚𝑜

𝑑2𝑋

𝑑(−𝑡)2
;±𝑖ℏ

𝜕Ψ

𝜕(±𝑡)
= −

ℏ2

2𝑚
𝛻2Ψ

(b) We now know Boltzmann is right,  the trajectory is more than dynamics but initial boundary conditions which 

are irreversible.

Ludwig 

Boltzmann

Henri 

Poincare

In 1912 Walter Nernst stated the 3rd law : "It is impossible for any procedure to lead to the isotherm T = 0 in a finite 

number of steps” Since Kelvin temperature can never be absolute zero, then an incessant molecular collisions 

will mix toward maximum uniformity as the heat death due too irreversible increase of the entropy. In other words, 

molecular collision will gradually erode the binging energy, the loss of archeology information dear to 

paleontologist at hearts. e.g. A landslide voting has maximum uniformity associated with no voter information. 

Entropy becomes brain internal knowledge representation (IKR) for Shannon information.

Boltzmann Committed suicide and his grave head stone without name, only immortal formula S= k log W.  



Quiz: Boltzmann said the Entropy is a measure of the degree of uniformity. Which 

has a larger entropy? Sands or Rocks? Heat Death 
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White Sands beach (e.g. Australia) versus Mountain Top (e.g. Rocky Mountain), both composed

of similar atoms silicon oxide and impurities.

Answer: Beach sand has more degree of uniformity, versus the original before eroded from

mountain rocks that have stronger variation of molecular binding energy known archeologically

to the paleontologist as the information.

∆𝑆 > 0
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∆𝐻𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
∆𝑡
= (
∆𝐻𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛

∆ 𝑊𝑖,𝑗
)
∆ 𝑊𝑖,𝑗

∆𝑡
= −
∆ 𝑊𝑖,𝑗

∆𝑡

∆ 𝑊𝑖,𝑗

∆𝑡
= −(
∆ 𝑊𝑖,𝑗

∆𝑡
)2 ≤ 0

we have derived the MFE Gradient Force in consistent with the assumption of a stable Neuro 

dynamics
Δ[𝑊𝑖,𝑗]

Δ𝑡
= −

Δ𝐻𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛

Δ 𝑊𝑖,𝑗

Stable Brain Dynamics is necessary for the BNN robustness.

MFE: ∆𝐻 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 ≡ ∆𝐸 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇 𝑜∆𝑆 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 ≤ 0

June 6, 1857,
November 3, 1918,
St. Petersburg State 
University

https://www.google.com/search?safe=strict&sa=X&biw=1680&bih=944&q=Leningrad+State+University&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LQz9U3yEjOzlbiBLGM4rOycrWks5Ot9AtS8wtyUoFUUXF-nlVqSmlyYklmfh4Amp51rDQAAAA&ved=0ahUKEwiP0vK9o-3SAhXE2yYKHVePBz8QmxMImQEoATAY


A half century ago, Canadian Biologist Donald. O. Hebb (1904-1985)
observed the synaptic weight Learning Rule : 28

Dendrite net defines input vector glial cells that are 

morphologically dependent on cell typing 

𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑗 ≡ 

𝑖

𝑊𝑖,𝑗  𝑆′𝑖

Δ 𝑊𝑖,𝑗

Δ𝑡
≡ −

∆H𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛

Δ 𝑊𝑖,𝑗
= −

∆H𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛

∆𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑗

Δ𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑗

Δ 𝑊𝑖,𝑗
≈ g𝑗  𝑆′𝑖 ,

g𝑗 ≡ −
∆H𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛

∆𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑗
(Szu 2017 US PTO)

We have derived for the first time the mathematical definition of glial cell 

(discovered by pathologist Rudolf Virchow 1856). This math definition of glial cells 

explains the unified theory of all different neuron typing about 15 in mice, morphology 

predicts different Dendrite vectors defining different kinds of Glial Cells, led to all 

kinds of Glial cells (4 in CNS: Ependymal, Oligodendrocytes, Astrocytes, Microglia; 2 

in PNS: Satellite, Schwann cells). ∆ 𝑊𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑊𝑖,𝑗(𝑡 + 1) − 𝑊𝑖,𝑗 𝑡 = g𝑗  𝑆′𝑖η



Isothermal equilibrium of brain requires Helmholtz MFE. The potential drop of MFE 
w.r.t. the input dendrite sum defines the Glial cells that insure the white matter Myelin 

Sheath co-axial (Schwann).  The glial force should big enough accommodate “ducks 
crossing the road” fast enough to accommodate incoming dendrite sum of ions from 
early layers. This connectivity propagates to the incoming next layers “back prop”
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𝒈𝒋 ≡ −
𝝏𝑯

𝛛𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒅𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒆𝒋
= −
𝜕H

𝜕𝑆𝑗

𝜕𝑆𝑗

𝜕𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑗
= −
𝜕H

𝜕𝑆𝑗
𝜎𝑗
′(𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑗)

−
𝜕H

𝜕𝑆𝑗
= − 

𝑘

𝜕H

𝜕𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑘

𝜕𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑘
𝜕𝑆𝑗

= − 

𝑘

𝜕H

𝜕𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑘

𝜕

𝜕𝑆𝑗
 

𝑖

𝑊𝑘,𝑖 𝑆𝑖 = − 

𝑘

𝜕H

𝜕𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑘
𝑊𝑘,𝑗 = 

𝑘

g𝑘 𝑊𝑘,𝑗

g𝑗 = 𝜎𝑗
′(𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑗) 𝑘 g𝑘 𝑊𝑘,𝑗 Q.E.D.

𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒅𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒆𝒊 = 
𝒋
𝐖 𝝐𝒕 𝒊,𝒋 𝑺𝒋,𝒐𝒖𝒕 𝒕



Biological Neural Net (BNN), weighted dendritic sum (bold arrow 

vector input to a neuron 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑖 =  𝑗 W ϵt 𝑖,𝑗  𝑆𝑗,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑡 )

and electrically neural Glial Cells housekeeping servant cells supported 
real-time co-axial Axon cable output

e.g. HVS Cortex 17 has layers V1~V4 
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MFE ∆𝑯𝒃𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏≡ ∆𝑬𝒃𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏 − 𝑻𝒐∆𝑺𝒃𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏 ; & Irreversible ∆𝑺𝒃𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏 >0

BNN, Natural Intelligence (NI) & Deep Learning (Multiple Layers) 
Back Prop Learning Rule:

𝑊𝑗𝑖(𝑡 + 1)

= 𝑊𝑗𝑖(𝑡) + 𝜂 g𝑗  𝑆𝑖
′ + 𝛼𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑡𝑢𝑚 𝑊𝑗𝑖 𝑡 − 𝑊𝑗𝑖(𝑡 − 1)

Q.E.D.
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where ad hoc momentum term is to bypass the Mexican standoff local minimum



Rosette Stone 2016 
Math Theory of Deep  Learning in BNN NI or  ANN AI 

NI glial g𝑖 ≡ −
𝜕H

𝜕𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑖
AI delta δ𝑖 ≡ −

𝜕LMS

𝜕𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖

𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑗 ≡ 

𝑖

𝑊𝑗,𝑖 𝑆𝑖;

𝑆𝑖 = 𝜎(𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒)

𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑗 ≡ 

𝑖

𝑊𝑗,𝑖 𝑂𝑖;

𝑂𝑖 = 𝜎 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖

Einstein at Princeton, October 1933
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Einstein_1933.jpg


AI/LMS Error cannot separate figure from the ground
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NI Human Target Recognition must be able separate binary Figure and Ground under the dusk 

dim light far away. This could be any simple Ambiguity Figures for computational simplicity. 

The idea of NI in BNN for the survival is manifested clear in “  𝐹 =Tigress” & Ground 

“  𝐺 =Tree”.  In contrast, the supervised cost function is LMS AI based on ANN becomes 

ambiguity of binary figure & ground Least Mean Squares (LMS) cost function |(  𝐹 −
 𝐺)2|=|  𝐺 −  𝐹)2 could not separate to run away for the survival of the species due to the 

switch of the algebra sign. However, higher order of moment expansion of MFE can separate 

the tiger and tree in the remote dime light for the survival of Homosapiens.

The linear term can already tell the difference between the target lion versus the background 

tree, (0 − 1) ≠ (1 − 0)without suffering the LMS parity invariance: (0 − 1)2= (1 − 0)2



Conclusion: We need both Supervised Deep Learning Classifier vs. 
Unsupervised Deep Learning for ON Feature Extraction 

What is the Cost Functions for supervised and unsupervised DL ? 

• Supervised DL utilizes the Least Means Squares (LMS) errors for 

Artificial Intelligence (AI), ANN learnable relational databases; 

• Unsupervised DL utilizes the Minimum Free Energy (MFE) at BNN 

at Helmholtz MFE for Natural Intelligence (NI), if and only if 

• (i) Isothermal Brain (homosapiens at 370C (optimum for hemoglobin 

elasticity); while Chicken 40oC (for egg hatching); but lacking of big thumb for holding 

tools becomes less intelligent than homosapiens (we ate them, not vice versa, Q.E.D.).

• (ii) Power of Pairs (eyes, ears, nostrils, taste buds, tactile pre-processing “agree, signal; 

disagree, noise”): BNN Learning [𝑾𝒊,𝒋]𝑿𝒊𝒏,𝒑𝒂𝒊𝒓 𝒕 = 𝑺𝒐𝒖𝒕,𝒇𝒖𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 (𝒕)
34
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3267-3277

• Authenticity and privacy of a team of mini-UAVs by means of nonlinear recursive shuffling ,Harold Szu; Ming-Kai Hsu; 
Patrick Baier; Ting N. Lee; James R. Buss; Rabinder N. Madan Proc. SPIE. 6247, 62470T. (April 17, 2006) 

• Interaction field modeling of mini-UAV swarm , William W. Liou; Kapseong Ro; Harold Szu Proc. SPIE. 6228, Modeling 
and Simulation for Military Applications, 62280N. (May 05, 2006)

• Unsupervised learning with mini free energy Harold Szu; Lidan Miao; Hairong Qi Proc. SPIE. 6576, Independent 
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Wavelet Applications VIII, 265. (March 26, 2001)
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50(4):047002. 

• Surface surveillance for ground moving targets indicators Charles Hsu; Harold Szu Proc. SPIE. 9118, Independent 
Component Analyses, Compressive Sampling, Wavelets, Neural Net, Biosystems, and Nanoengineering XII, 91180Q. (June 19, 
2014)

• Fluctuation-dissipation theorems on the basis of hydrodynamic propagators H. H. Szu, S. C. Szu, and J. J. Hermans: 
Physics of Fluids V.17, 903 (1974);

• “Optical Expert System,” Harold Szu, John Caulfield, Appl. Optic. 26.10.1943

• “2-D Opt. Proc. of 1-D data,” H. Szu, OPTICAL ENGINEERING / 1982 / Vol. 21 No. 5, ppp.803-813
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